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Hello House Judiciary. 

Don't get me wrong... I am not opposed to RULE OF LAW. 

Since 2006 and Occupy Wall Street protest, and Rioting in major cities Nation wide I 

truly wonder where our lawmakers have been. :( 

1st Amendment affirms 5 rights... "civil disobedience is certainly not one of them :(  

The Bundy thing in Nevada was one thing... the Malheur Refuge was quite another 

(but was not "violent".) well till Lavoy was murdered. 

But yes he had fault in that as well running from police... but who ain't seen long high 

speed cop chased on You Tube of bored punks stealing cars 

and joy riding endangering and damaging many citizens in the process (yet don't let 

the police stop those punks). 

PORTLAND AGAIN RAISES IT'S UGLY BEHAVIOR :(   

Imagine Police being stood down by Mayor Wheeler as May Day rallies found 

assaults, Broken Windows of businesses and burnt police cars. 

Over time how much worse it got as the "privileged" rioted in Portland, destroying 

business and community as well as burning dumpsters being pushed up against 

Police Dispatch Centers and the ICE Facility (All good fun I was told by guy working 

In Rep Lively's office :(  

Due to a lack of RULE OF LAW... the homeless in hopelessness have fell to a new 

low of depravity and Gang Land Murder is spreading through out Portland. 

 

UNDERSTAND I AM FOR RULE OF LAW... I support my Law Enforcement, but over 

the last 7 yrs they have been disrespected by Mayor's, City Admin, our Governor and 

our 

Legislature (standing down police in time of rioting, legislating to defund and defang 

police... and not funding DA's so they could enforce RULE OF LAW :( 

I have been very ashamed of Oregon for it's lack of reason... and this HB 2772 

seems to uphold double standards based on privilege and political bias :( 

PS we now need to fund DA's and re activate 2 prisons shut down by the last Gov. 

fact sadly we need more jails to fix the damage done to Rule of Law and we need 

to fund more police for "Community Policing" to attempt to regain what we have lost 

over 7 reckless years in Oregon. 

Seems to me we have plenty of laws we ignore out of convivence... I'd rather we 

were funding Rule Of Law than spending over $500 Million on a capitol valued in 

2015 at $17 Million replacement cost. I am offended that we only spent $21 Million to 

combat slave camps in Oregon. 

 

Open your eyes Legislators... the people of Oregon look at you in disbelief. 


